SOLUTION: CATWALKS

SAFE, EFFICIENT ACCESS

Catwalks from Steele Solutions are:

- Professionally designed and pre-engineered
- Preassembled in sections ready to bolt together
- Can be ceiling-hung, floor-supported or structure-supported
- Easy to install – lift into place and attach to hanger
- Available with bar grating or solid surfaces
- Designed with flat bottoms to allow drops at any point
- Strong, lightweight, economical and versatile

Catwalks provide efficient and safe access in manufacturing plants, distribution centers, industrial processing facilities and other indoor and outdoor applications.

Steele Solutions designs catwalks to meet OSHA safety standards and prevailing building codes for industrial, manufacturing, commercial or military facilities. Documents are PE-stamped.
COMMON APPLICATIONS PROVIDE ACCESS:

• Between buildings
• Over machinery
• Into work stations
• For maintenance

CATWALKS ALSO ALLOW ACCESS TO EQUIPMENT, SUCH AS:

• Conveyor systems
• Monitoring devices
• Process machinery
• Building mechanicals
• Service areas

Steele Solutions offers a standard line of floor supported and ceiling-hung catwalk systems. Catwalks are available in 12-foot sections that are easy to install.

OUR STANDARD CATWALKS FEATURE:

• Steele Solutions gray color
• Bar grating that is standard black
• Resindek solid surface that is gray
• Safety yellow handrails
• Designed to support 60 PSF
• Short lead time on stock items
• Standard pricing for quicker, mistake-free estimates

Hangers and floor supports are extra. Gates and stairways are extra.